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Abstract 
Applications in constrained optimization (and other areas) produce symmetric matri- 
ces with a natural block 2 x 2 structure. An optimality condition leads to the problem of 
perturbing the (1,l) block of the matrix to achieve a specific inertia. We derive a pertur- 
bation of minimal norm, for any unitarily invariant norm, that increases the number of 
nonnegative eigenvalues by a given amount, and we show how it can be computed ef- 
ficiently given a factorization of the original matrix. We also consider an alternative 
way to satisfy the optimality condition based on a projection approach. Theoretical 
tools developed here include an extension of Ostrowski’s theorem on congruences 
and some lemmas on inertias of block 2 x 2 symmetric matrices. 0 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
AMS classification: 65F15; 15A42 
Keywords: Inertia; Optimization; Nonlinear programming; unitarily invariant norm 
1. Introduction 
Optimization is a rich source of linear algebra problems. An example is the 
problem of modified Cholesky factorization arising in Newton methods for un- 
constrained optimization, in which a possibly indefinite symmetric matrix must 
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be perturbed to make it positive definite, while at the same time producing a 
Cholesky factorization of the perturbed matrix [.5]; [II], Section 4.4.2.2; [23]. 
The work described here can be thought of as an attempt to extend the notion 
of modified Cholesky factorization to constrained optimization. 
A block 2 x 2 partitioning 
H A 
c= 
[ 1 AT -D 
of a symmetric matrix C arises in a number of applications, including con- 
strained optimization, least squares problems and Navier-Stokes problems, 
as explained in the next section. The matrix D is positive semidefinite, but H 
can be indefinite, depending on the application. In constrained optimization, 
a “second order sufficiency” condition leads to the problem of perturbing H 
so that C has a particular inertia. It is this problem that motivated our work. 
In Section 3 we present some background material on congruence transfor- 
mations, including an extension of Ostrowski’s theorem to transformations 
with a rectangular matrix. In Section 4 we derive some useful inertia properties 
of the matrix C. How to make a minimal norm (full) perturbation to increase 
the number of nonnegative eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix by a given 
amount is shown in Section 5. The main result of the paper is in Section 6, 
in which we derive, for any unitarily invariant norm, a perturbation to H (only) 
of minimal norm that increases the number of nonnegative eigenvalues of C by 
a given amount. For the optimization application, another way of writing the 
second order sufficiency condition is based on projecting H into the null space 
of A. We use this approach in Section 7 to derive another expression for a min- 
imal norm perturbation to H that achieves the sufficiency condition. Finally, in 
Section 8 we consider how to implement our results in the optimization appli- 
cation and show that directions of negative curvature are produced as a by- 
product of the computations. 
2. A symmetric block 2 x 2 matrix and its applications 
Any symmetric matrix C can be written in the form 
A .4” 
c= 
[ 1 m AT -D ’ 
where H E R”“” and D E R”“” are symmetric and A E R”““. The reason for using 
a block 2 x 2 partitioning and for placing a minus sign in front of the (2,2) block 
is that C then conveniently represents some particular cases arising in applica- 
tions, which we now describe in roughly decreasing order of generality. 
1. 
3 _. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
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When D is diagonal and positive definite, C is the “primal- dual” matrix 
arising in certain interior methods for the general nonlinear programming 
problem [8,9]. Here, H is the Hessian of the Lagrangian function and AT 
is the Jacobian of the constraint functions. The matrix C also arises in 
penalty function methods for nonlinear programming, with D a positive 
multiple of the identity matrix [14]. In these applications both M <n and 
m 3 n are possible. 
When D = 0. C is the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) matrix, which arises 
when Newton’s method or a auasi-Newton method is applied to the prob- 
lem ’ 
L 
min F(X) subject to ATx = 
r 
where F : R” + R! and m < n [6], 
method leads to the equations 
h. (2.1) 
p. 123; [10,15]. To be precise, Newton’s 
where H is the Hessian of F or an approximation to it, g is the gradient of F, 
p is a search direction, and i is a Lagrange multiplier, and where a subscript 
k denotes evaluation at the kth iterate. 
If H and D are positive definite, then C matches precisely the definition of a 
symmetric quasi-definite matrix [27]. Such matrices arise in interior methods 
for linear and quadratic programming and much is known about the exis- 
tence and stability of their LDLT factorizations [12,27]. 
Matrices with H positive definite and D = 0 arise in discretized incompress- 
ible Navier-Stokes equations [24], and their spectral properties are impor- 
tant in the development of preconditioned iterative methods [7]. 
The matrix with H = 61 and D = 61 (6 > 0) appears in the augmented sys- 
tem corresponding to the damped least squares problem 
see Saunders [22]. 
For H positive definite and D = 0, C is the augmented system matrix arising 
in the generalized least squares problem min(h - Ax)~H -‘(h - Ax)(m 3 n) 
[3], Section 4.3.2; H = I gives the standard least squares problem. 
In quasi-Newton methods for the linear equality constrained problem (2.1) 
it is desirable that the Hessian approximation H satisfy the “second order suf- 
ficiency” condition [ 151 
’ In optimization references linear constraints are usually written .A.Y = h; we find the transposed 
form more natural notationally. 
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pTHp > 0 for all nonzerop such that ATp = 0. (2.2) 
One equivalent condition is that the projected Hessian ZTHZ is positive defi- 
nite, where the columns of Z form a basis for the nullspace null (AT). Less ob- 
viously, the condition (2.2) is also equivalent to requiring the so-called KKT 
matrix 
K= (2.3) 
to have a certain inertia, as shown by Gould [13]. Recall that the inertia of a 
symmetric matrix is an ordered triple (i,, i-, io), where i+ is the number of pos- 
itive eigenvalues, i- the number of negative eigenvalues, and io the number of 
zero eigenvlaues. We write 
inertia(A) = (i+(A),i_(A),io(A)). 
Theorem 2.1 (Gould). Let A be offull rank m. The condition (2.2) holds ifand 
only if K has the inertia (n,m,O). 
Proof. Let A have the QR factorization 
where Y E IF”“, Z E lVx(“-“), a .nd R E Iw”““. Then 
K= 
[ 
R 
H Q[ I 0 
[RT O]Q’ 0 
[ YTHY YTHZ R1 
Q 0 1 [ [ I Q’HQ = 0 I [RT 01 
N ZTHY ZTHZ 0 =:i7, 
RT 0 0 J 
R [I][ I 0 Q OT 0 0 I 
where N denotes congruence (in fact, this first transformation is an orthogonal 
similarity). Now define the nonsingular matrix 
w = 0 I,_, 
[ 
IIn 0 _ ; yr~mpr 
-ZTHYFT 
0 0 R-T I 
It is straightforward to verify that 
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The eigenvalues of WTK W are 1 and - 1, each repeated m times, together with 
the n - m eigenvalues of ZTHZ. Since Z spans the null space of AT, ZTHZ is pos- 
itive definite if and only if (2.2) holds, which completes the proof. 0 
From the requirement (2.2) and Theorem 2.1 the problem arises of perturb- 
ing H so that K achieves the desired inertia (n, m, 0) [ 151. The matrix A must not 
be perturbed, because this would correspond to changing the constraints in 
(2.1). The same problem is relevant for the primal-dual matrix with D diagonal 
and positive semidefinite [8]. We find a minimal-norm solution to a more gen- 
eral version of this inertia perturbation problem in Section 6. In Section 7 we 
consider an alternative approach to perturbing H to satisfy (2.2), based on the 
projected Hessian. First, we develop some necessary background theory. 
3. Rectangular congruence transformations 
Sylvester’s inertia theorem says that the inertia of a symmetric matrix is pre- 
served under a congruence transformation. Ostrowski’s theorem [18], Theorem 
4.5.9; [20,28] goes further by explaining how much the magnitudes of the eigen- 
values can change. In the following statement of Ostrowski’s theorem [18], 
Corollary 4.5.11 the transforming matrix X is permitted to be singular, in 
which case the transformation XTAX is not a congruence transformation and 
can change the inertia. Throughout this paper the eigenvalues of a symmetric 
n x n matrix are ordered ii < . . < A,, and A;(A) denotes the ith smallest eigen- 
value of A. 
Theorem 3.1 (Ostrowski). Let A E R”‘” be symmetric and let X E IF”“. Then 
&(XTAX) = &&(A), k = 1 : n, 
where 21 (XTX) 6 6k 6 i, (X’X). 
We now generalize Ostrowski’s theorem to “rectangular congruences”, in 
which the transforming matrix X is nonsquare. Such transformations change 
the dimension and hence the inertia, but for full rank X the amount by which 
the inertia can change depends on the difference of the dimensions of X, as 
shown in the corollaries below. First, we consider matrices X with at least as 
many rows as columns. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let A E R”“” he symmetric and let X E Wx”’ (n 3 m). Then 
&(XTAX) = Ilkpk: k = 1 : m, 
where 
&(A) < pk < &+,j-m(A), k = l:m, 
and i , (X’X) 6 &. < i.,,, (X’X) . 
Proof. Let 
c 
x= u 
[ I 
VT 
0 
be a singular value decomposition, where U E IF!““” and V E R”“” are orthog- 
onal and C E R”“” is diagonal. Then 
XTAX = VICTO]UTAU 
c 
[ 1 0 VT = V(CTk,,Z)VT, 
where k,, is the leading principal submatrix of order m of k = UTAU. By Os- 
trowski’s theorem, 
i.&YTAX) = &(C’k,, C) = &(A, ,)8,, 
where 
i1 (XTX) = ;I, (C’Z) < 8~ < I,,(CTC) = &,(X’X). 
Cauchy’s interlace theorem [21], p. 186 shows that 
&(A) = &(k) < &(A,,) <j++,,_,,,(k) = 3.k+,,-m(A). k = 1 : m, 
which yields the result. 0 
In the case where X has orthonormal columns (so that Ok z l), Theorem 3.2 
reduces to the Poincare separation theorem [18], Corollary 4.3.16; [25], Corol- 
lary 4.4, p. 198. 
Corollary 3.3. Let A E R”“” be symmetric, and let X E Rnx”‘(n 3 m) he of jidl 
rank. Then 
inertia (A) - (H - m, n - m, n - m) 6 inertia (XTAX) 
6 inertia (A) + (0,O. n - m). 
The next result covers the case n <m. 
Theorem 3.4. Let A E R”‘” he symmetric and let X E Wxm Jn < m). Then XTAX 
has m - II zero eigenvalues, which we number 21, . . , I.,_,; the remaining 
eigenvalues satisfy 
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/Im_n+k(XTAX) = &&(A), k = 1 : n, 
where &,_n+l (X’X) < if& < A, (KY). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Let A E Wx” be symmetric, and let X E Rnx” (n <m) be qf full 
rank. Then 
inertia (XTAX) = inertia (A) + (0, 0, m - n). 
4. Inertia properties of C 
In this section we derive some inertia properties of the matrix 
=[ 
H 
0 _D-&-IA] [; H;A]’ 
which shows that 
H 0 
c- 1 0 -D-A’H-‘A .
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
This congruence is the basis of the following lemmas, the first of which is con- 
tained in [16], Theorem 3. 
Lemma 4.1. If’ H is nonsingular, D = 0, and A has jidl rank, then 
inertia(C) > (m,m,O) fm < n and inertia (C) = (n.n,m - n) ij’m > n. 
Proof. Let inertia(H) = (a, b, 0) and inertia(-ATHP’A) = (p?q,r). Then from 
(4.2) we have 
inertia (C) = (a + p. b + q, r). 
First, suppose m < n. By Corollary 3.3 we have p > b - (n - m), so that 
a +p 3 a + b - (n - m) = m. Similarly, b + q 3 m. If m 3 n, then Corollary 
3.5 shows that p = b, q = a, and r = m - n, and the result follows. 
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Lemma 4.2. If’ H is positive definite und D is positive semidejnite, then 
inertia(C) = (n,m -p.p), bvhere 0 <p< m. If A has full rank or D is positive 
dejnite then p = 0. 
Proof. The result is a direct consequence of (4.2). 0 
The next lemma shows the somewhat surprising property that the inertia of 
C is independent of H when all the blocks are square, D = 0 and A is nonsin- 
gular. This result is given by Haynsworth and Ostrowski [16], who attribute it 
to Carlson and Schneider [4]. 
Lemma 4.3. Let m = n and D = 0. Then C is nonsingular if and only if A is 
nonsingulur, and in this cuse inertia(C) = (n: n! 0). 
Proof. The nonsingularity condition follows from 
det(C) = (-l)“det 
([;f :I) 
= (-l)“(det A)?. 
The inertia is obtained as a special case of Theorem 2.1, since (2.2) is trivially 
satisfied. 0 
There does not seem to be any useful characterization of the eigenvalues of 
C. The most general matrix for which the eigenvalues are known explicitly is 
the matrix 
(4.3) 
Saunders [22] shows that if A has rank p with nonzero singular values G,, 
i = l:p, then 
W%B)) = 
i 
i(r--fl)* ($+!(~+j)‘)“‘. i= 1 :p, 
c( n - p times, (4.4) 
-P m - p times. 
The conclusions of Lemmas 4.14.3 are readily verified for this matrix. 
Finally, we give inequalities that bound the eigenvalues of C away from ze- 
ro, which is of interest for investigating conditioning. This lemma is a restate- 
ment of the “separation theorem” of Von Kempen [26]. 
Lemma 4.4. If’ H is positive de$nite and D is positive semidefinite then the 
eigenvalues E*i qf C satisfy 
RI < . <A, < - Ami” < Am,,,(H) < &,+I 6 . . <Am+,,. (4.5) 
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Proof. Let ,! be an eigenvalue of C and x a corresponding eigenvector and write 
Cx = JX as 
[S -t.D] [:I =A[:] 
Premultiplying the first equation of the pair by y’ and the second by zT, and 
subtracting, yields 
yTHy - ly’y = -zTDz - ,?.zTz, 
or 
yT(H - U)y + zT(D + 2Z)z = 0. (4.6) 
If -Amin < 2 < &n(H) then H - 2 and D + LZ are positive definite and 
(4.6) yields a contradiction since y and z are not both zero. The inequalities 
(4.5) now follow from Lemma 4.2. 0 
That the bounds on &, and &+r in Lemma 4.4 are attainable is shown by 
(4.3) and (4.4). (For the interior eigenvalues, inequalities (4.5) can, of course, 
be improved by applying Cauchy’s interlace theorem.) 
A bound for the 2-norm condition number rcz(C) = I]C]lz]iC~’ Jj2 is immediate. 
Corollary 4.5. If H and D are positive definite, then 
Q(C) G IlCl12 max{IlH-’ IL IID-’ lld. 
5. Modifying the inertia: A general perturbation 
Let A E R”“” be symmetric. We denote by @)(A) the distance from A to the 
symmetric matrices with at least k more nonnegative eigenvalues than A (as- 
suming that A has at least k negative eigenvalues): 
#“(A) = min{]lhA)( : AA = AAT , ‘+(A + AA) + io(A + AA) 
b i+(A) + h(A) + k}. (5.1) 
The distance is characterized by the following theorem, which generalizes a re- 
sult giving the distance to the nearest symmetric positive semidefinite matrix 
[17]. Recall that a norm II . I/ is a unitarily invariant norm on R”“” if 
Il~A~ll = IIAII f or all orthogonal U and V. We will need the characterization 
that any unitarily invariant norm is a symmetric gauge function on the singular 
values, that is, llAl/ = +(al,. . . , on), where 4 is an absolute vector norm that is 
invariant under permutations of the entries of its argument [18], Theorem 
7.4.24; [25], Theorem 3.6, p. 78. 
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Theorem 5.1. Let the synmetric rnatris A E R”“” huve the sprctrul decomposition 
A = QAQr, ,there Q is orthogonul and A = diag (j-i) with 
2, < . < i,, < 0 < i,]_, < < i,, . 
und ussume thut p > k. Then.fi?r ctn~l uniturily invuriunt form, un optitnul prrtur- 
hution in (5.1) is 
AA = Qdiag (r,) QT. r, = (5.2) 
Uild 
/l’“‘(A) = qqr,. . . . r,,). 
Proof. A generalization of the Wielandt-Hoffman theorem [18], Theorem 
7.4.51; [25], p. 205 says that if A and A + AA are symmetric then 
IIMII 3 11 diag (&(A + M) - &(A))11 
for any unitarily invariant norm. If AA is a feasible perturbation in (5.1) then 
JIM]( 3 lldiag(O . . . . . O,;,~~+,(A+~)-i,_~+,(A) . . . . . 
&(A + AA) - &,(A), 0.. . . O)ll 
3 /ldiag (0.. . .O. -1,,_k-cl (A), . . . . -i,,(A),O.. . .O)]l, 
where we have used ).,,(A + AA) 3 3 ;bj,-X+l (A + AA) 3 0 and the gauge 
function property of the norms. It is easy to see that equality is attained for 
the perturbation given in the statement of the theorem and that this perturba- 
tion is feasible. 0 
6. Modifying the inertia: ,4 structured perturbation 
Returning to the partitioned matrix (4. I), we are interested in finding a per- 
turbation AH such that 
C+AC= 
[ 
HiAH A 
AT -D I 
has a given inertia. For the analysis in this section, C can be regarded as a gen- 
eral block 2 x 2 symmetric matrix - we will not need A to have full rank or the 
diagonal blocks to possess any definiteness properties, and nz and n are arbi- 
trary. 
For the KKT matrix, practical interest is in increasing the number of posi- 
tive eigenvalues (in view of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 4.1), so we define, 
analogously to (5. l), 
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@“j(C) = min{ IlAFll: AH = AHT, i+(C + AC) + iO(C + AC) 
3 i+(C) + io(C) + k}. (6.1) 
Clearly, an optimal AH in (6.1) can be taken to be positive semidefinite and of 
rank k, hence of the form AH = WT with V E R”“‘(k < n). Our solution to this 
problem is based on the following lemma. The lemma is not new; essentially 
the same result can be found in [l], Lemma 2.1 and [2], Corollary 2.2, for example. 
Lemma 6.1. Lrt A E R”“” be symmetric und nonsingular und let W E RnxX, Then 
i+(A + WWT) + io(A + WWT) = i+(A) + i”(A) + k ifand only $-I, - WTAP’ W 
is positiue semide$nite. 
Proof. We have the congruences 
‘=,[;r i] N [; _,_&,] 
and, for a suitable permutation ZI, 
It follows that 
inertia (A) + inertia (-1k - WTAP’ W) 
= inertia (-Ik) + inertia (A + IVIV’), 
that is, 
inertia (A + Ww’) = inertia(A) + inertia (-lk - WTK’ W) - inertia (-Zk). 
The result is immediate. 0 
We apply Lemma 6.1 with A the matrix C (assumed to be nonsingular) and 
n ; 
w= [ I m 0 
The lemma tells us that we need to minimize 11 WT(l subject to 
1 VT oqc- ; [ I E [Wkxk (6.2) 
having all its eigenvalues less than or equal to - 1. Writing G = C-i ( 1: n, 1: n), 
this constraint is 
A,(VTGV)< - 1, i= 1 k. (6.3) 
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By Corollary 3.3, a matrix V satisfying (6.3) exists only if G has at least k neg- 
ative eigenvalues, which we assume to be the case. How to minimize 11 WTII for 
any unitarily invariant norm subject to (6.3) is shown by Corollary A.2 in Ap- 
pendix A. 
We summarize our findings in a theorem. 
Theorem 6.2. Let H E lPx” and D E RmXM be symmetric and A E RnXm, and let 
c= 
Assume C is nonsingular, and let G = C’ ( 1: n, 1: n). There exists a feasible per- 
turbation in the definition of $‘“‘(C) if’and only if G has at least k negative eigen- 
values. Let G = Q diag (yi)QT be a spectral decomposition, where Q is orthogonal 
and y, < . . < y,. Then, for any unitarily invariant norm, an optimal perturbation 
in (6.1) is 
AH = -Q diag (y;‘, . . . , yi’, 0,. . . , O)QT (6.4) 
and, in terms of the underlying gauge function 4, 
G’“‘(C) = qS(r;‘, . , yk’, 0,. . . ,O). (6.5) 
The perturbation (6.4) is full, in general, so may not be a suitable perturba- 
tion when H is large and sparse. It is natural, therefore, to consider diagonal 
perturbations. The next result shows that a perturbation consisting of a suit- 
able multiple of the identity matrix is also optimal in the 2-norm. This result 
can be deduced from Theorem 6.2, but we give an independent proof for com- 
pleteness. 
Theorem 6.3. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 6.2, an optimal 
perturbation in (6.1) in the 2-norm is 
AH = --y;‘I. (6.6) 
Proof. Consider perturbations to C of the form AC = JVIVT with 
n ;I 
w= 
[ I m 0 
(6.7) 
It is straightforward to prove an analogue of Lemma 6.1 which says that if 
A E R”“” is symmetric and nonsingular, w E [Wnxk, and p< k then 
i+(A + WWT) + iO(A + WW’) = i+(A) + &(A) + p if and only if -1, - WT 
A-' W has exactly p nonnegative eigenvalues. Applying this result to 
Eq. (6.7), we find that AH = WWT is a feasible perturbation in Eq. (6.1) if 
and only if -I, - a*G has k nonnegative eigenvalues, where G = C’ 
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(1: n, 1: n). We are assuming that G has a least k nonnegative eigenvalues, so 
the minimal value of ~1’ is -l/y,. This gives IIACJ(, = -l/y,, which, in view 
of (6.5) shows that (6.7) is an optimal perturbation in the 2-norm. 0 
Note that whereas the perturbation (6.4) increases i+ + io by exactly k, the 
perturbation (6.6) will increase it by more than k if yk = yk+, = . . . = yk+r with 
P-3 1. 
7. A projected Hessian approach 
For the matrix C with m < rz, there is an alternative way to find a perturba- 
tion to H of minimal norm such that the second order sufficiency condition 
(2.2) is satisfied. As noted earlier, the condition (2.2) is equivalent to the pro- 
jected Hessain ZTHZ being positive definite, where the columns of Z E KYx(“-“) 
form a basis for null(A)T, which we will take to be orthonormal. Therefore we 
are interested in solving the problem 
min{ llAH\l: ZT(H + AH)Z is positive semidefinite}. (7.1) 
From Theorem 5.1 we know that an optimal arbitrary perturbation E that 
makes ZTHZ + E positive semidefinite is, for any unitarily invariant norm, 
E = U diag (max(-pi, O))UT, (7.2) 
where ZTHZ = Udiag(pj)UT with p, < . . < pn_m is a spectral decomposition. 
Hence any feasible AH in (7.1) satisfies 
IIEII G IIZTAffZII G llZTIl,Il~ll II-$ G llW> 
using an inequality for unitarily invariant norms form [19], p.211. But the per- 
turbation (7.2) is achieved in (7.1) by setting AH = ZEZT, and 
IPffll 6 llZllzllEll llZTl12 6 (IElI. We conclude that 
AH = ZU diag(max(-pi, O))UTZT (7.3) 
is a solution to (7.1) for any unitarily invariant norm. For the 2-norm, another 
solution is 
AH = max( -p,, O)ZZT. (7.4) 
For the special case of the KKT matrix, for which (2.2) is equivalent to in- 
ertia (K) = (n,m,O) by Theorem 2.1, the perturbation (7.3), is necessarily, of 
the same norm as (6.4) for k = n - i+(K) in Theorem 6.2, although this equiv- 
alence is not obvious from the formulae. 
When D is positive definite, or D is positive semidefinite and A has full rank, 
Lemma 4.2 shows that we could achieve the desired inertia (n, m, 0) by choos- 
ing AH to make H + AH positive definite. Theorem 5.1 with k = p shows that 
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the smallest value of liMllr f or which H + AH is positive semidefinite is 
max( -&i,,(H), 0). By definition, this perturbation is at least as large as the op- 
timal ones (6.4) and (7.3) and from (7.3) we have IJm& 
< max(-EL,i,(ZTHZ),O), which can be arbitrarily smaller than 
max(-&,(H),O). We note, in particular, that the perturbations (6.4), (6.6), 
(7.3) and (7.4) all have 2-norms uniformly bounded by liHljr, which is an im- 
portant property for optimization applications [ 151. 
We give a numerical example for illustration. Consider the KKT matrix 
-1 ’ I0 
K== 1 
L-t] 
-100 1 > 
0 1 0 
/1(K) = (-1.0002 x lo’, -9.9000 x lo-‘, 1.0099 x lo-‘}! 
where the eigenvalues are given to five significant figures. Hence inertia 
(K) = (1,2,0), and we want to change the inertia to (2,l ,O). Since 
-1 O/l 
K-’ = [‘I 0 0 1 ) 
1 1 99 
we find immediately from Theorem 6.2 with k = 1 that 
AH = (7.5) 
is a matrix of smallest norm, for any unitarily invariant norm, that changes the 
inertia of K to (1 ,l, 1); indeed, 
l,(K + AK) = (-1.0002 x lO’>O> 1.9996 x lo-*}. 
For the projected Hessian approach we have Z = [ 1 OIT, ZTHZ = - 1, and 
(7.3) again yields the perturbation (7.5). To achieve the inertia (2,1,0) that is 
required for the condition (2.2) to hold, we can replace AH by (1 + E)AH for 
any E > 0. 
In order to perturb H to make it positive definite, which also produces the 
desired inertia, we must make a perturbation of 2-norm at least 
-i,,+(H) = 1.0001 x 102, which is two orders of magnitude larger than the 
minimal-norm perturbation (7.5). 
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8. Practical algorithm 
We now turn to the optimization applications. We consider the situation 
where a linear system Cx = b must be solved, but C needs to be perturbed in 
its (1,l) block, if necessary, to ensure that it has the inertia (PZ. m, 0). 
We assume that an LBLT factorization of C is computed, 
FCP= = LBLT, 
where L is unit lower triangular and B is block diagonal blocks of dimension 1 
or 2; P is a permutation matrix that can be chosen according to one of various 
pivoting strategies. Since C and B have the same inertia, it is trivial to evaluate 
the inertia of C. If i+(C) is less than n, then Theorem 6.2 shows that to deter- 
mine the optimal perturbation (6.4) we need to compute the k = n - i+(C) 
most negative eigenvalues of G = C-’ (1: n; 1: n) and their corresponding eigen- 
vectors; for the optimal 2-norm perturbation (6.6) it suffices to determine the 
kth most negative eigenvalue of G. To confirm that there are k negative eigen- 
values of G, we apply Cauchy’s interlace theorem, which yields 
J-,(G) < ;~,+JC~‘)~ i = 1 : n. 
Hence if C has only i+(C) < n positive eigenvalues then G has at least n - i_ (C) 
negative eigenvalues. 
Since C may be large and sparse it is undesirable to form G explicitly. There- 
fore we suggest that the k most negative eigenvalues of G be computed using 
the Lanczos algorithm, which requires only the ability to form matrix-vector 
products with G. To form y = Gx we note that 
[f] = c-‘[;I; 
where z E R”’ is not of interest. Hence y is the first n components of the solution 
to the linear system 
cy = x [I [I z 0 5 
which can be solved using the LBLT factorization. 
Note that the perturbation (6.4) makes C + AC singular, since it moves k 
negative eigenvalues to the origin. Similarly, the perturbation (6.6) produces 
at least one zero eigenvalue. In practice a nonsingular C + AC is required, 
and the natural approach is to modify the perturbations so that the eigenvalues 
are moved to a positive tolerance 6 instead of 0. 
Having computed an optimal perturbation AH we have to refactorize 
C + AC in order to solve (C + AC)x = b. It does not seem practical to apply 
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updating techniques to the original factorization, since the update may not be 
of low rank. 
In the case where D = 0, our algorithm provides, as a by-product, a direc- 
tion of negative curvature, which is defined as a vector p for which [cf. (2.2)] 
ATp = 0 and pTHp < 0. Such directions are needed in nonlinear programming 
to achieve convergence to points that satisfy second order necessary condi- 
tions for optimality. Writing the perturbation (6.4) as AH = WT, we know 
that the matrix (6.2), which we denote by S, is negative definite. Now 
s = [VT OT 
x I[ 1 = VTX, where Y [,: :I[;] = [!I’ 
Thus HX + A Y = V and ATX = 0, which implies XTHX = ST = S. The jth col- 
umn Xj of X satisfies x~Hx/ = Slj < 0, since S is negative definite, and ATXi = 0. 
Thus, every column of X is a direction of negative curvature. 
An alternative approach is to work with the projected Hessian ZTHZ and to 
compute an optimal perturbation AH from (7.3) or (7.4). Again, the Lanczos 
algorithm can be used, this time to compute the negative eigenvalues of 
ZTHZ. This technique is already in use by some researchers (Gould, private 
communication). 
Numerical experiments with the algorithms described above will be reported 
elsewhere. 
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Appendix A 
Lemma A.l. Let A E KY”‘” be symmetric with the spectral decomposition 
A = Qdiag(&)QT, where Q is orthogonal and 
/I, 6 ‘. . < /lp-, 6 0 < & 6 . . . 6 A,. 
Let X E Wxk with k < n, and assume that p < n - k + 1. All matrices X that min- 
imize all the singular values of X subject to satisfying the inequalities 
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/Ii(XTAX) 3 1, i = l:k, (A.11 
are given by 
X = Q( 1: n, n - k + 1: n)diag (in-k+l, . . , 12,)-“2 V, 
where V E Rkxk IS an arbitrary orthogonal matrix. 
(‘44 
Proof. Let 
X = UCVT, 
D 
C= 
[ 1 0 ’ D = diag(oi) E Rkxk 
be an SVD. Then 
XTAX-I= VZTUTAUCVT-I= V(DBD-I)VT, 
where B = ( UTAU) (1: k, 1: k). The constraint (A. 1) is therefore equivalent to 
DBD - I being positive semidefinite, which implies that 
bii >, ’ a? ’ i=l:k. (A.31 
We wish to maximize the reciprocals O; 2. Now the diagonal of the symmetric 
matrix B is largest when it contains the eigenvalues of B, that is, when B is di- 
agonal, and the maximum over all U occurs when B = diag(&,+t, . . . , An). 
When B is diagonal, (A.3) is equivalent to (A. 1). Hence for optimality we need 
to choose U = Q(1: n,n - k + 1: PI) and then, to attain the bounds in (A.3), 
(Tj = It;[ti (note that the ci are arranged in decreasing order). The matrix V 
is arbitrary. 0 
Corollary A.2. Under the conditions of Lemma A.1 the matrix (A.2) minimizes 
llXXT\( subject to (A.1) f or any unitarily invariant norm. 
Proof. The singular values of XiT are the squares of the singular values of X, 
which are minimized by the matrix (A.2). The result follows from the gauge 
function property of unitarily invariant norms. 
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